
 

 

 

  

  

  

Email Subject Line: Prime Hydration’s Craziest Flavor Yet!  

Published October 5, 2023  

Prime Hydration Continues to Change the Game with  

New “Glowberry” Flavor  

Prime Adds New Flavor to Meet High Demands  

By: Easton Smith  

  

Prime's New Glowberry Flavor  

Prime drinkers, your demands have been met! Prime has just announced it’s adding a 

brand-new flavor to its Prime Hydration collection and it’s their craziest one yet! The 

new flavor is called Glowberry, and its unique look matches its one-of-a-kind taste.  

Prime’s new eye-catching flavor will refuel your body with a sour apple berry taste. The 

new flavor has all the usual ingredients and dosages of the other Prime Hydration 

Drinks, filled with electrolytes for hydration, amino acids, and less than two grams of 

sugar.  



 

 

 

Want even cooler news? As if the spooky, ghoulie, black and green look wasn’t 

enough, the new Glowberry flavor will glow in the dark when “charged” in the sun. Don’t 

believe it? I guess you’ll have to grab a bottle and find out for yourself!  

There will be three different bottles of Glowberry available: Regular, Limited Edition 

Rare, and Ultra Rare. Even Prime co-founder Logan Paul hasn’t gotten Ultra Rare yet 

and seems to really want it. “If someone finds Ultra Rare Glowberry, I will buy it for 

$1000. Message me if you find it,” Paul states. A $1000 offer from Logan Paul? Count 

me in!  

  

Prime Founders Logan Paul and KSI With the New Glowberry Flavor  

This new game changing flavor has launched in the US and UK. Glowberry is available 

as part of the Prime Hydration collection, as well as part of the Prime Hydration Sticks 

collection. Get yours today in stores or at DrinkPrime.com!  
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Media Contact List:  

  

1. Manish Pandey – BBC (Wrote a piece on how KSI and Logan Paul built Prime) 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/manish-pandey-1a292b7a/?originalSubdomain=uk  

2. Rachel Lerman – Washington Post (written positively about Prime before) 

Rachel.Lerman@washpost.com  

3. Sarah Remmer (Dietitian blogger) Twitter= SarahRemmer  

4. Shay Robson (Dexereto) Shay.Robson@Dexerto.com  

5. Mohamed Dabo (Retail Marketer) I can’t find email but twitter is Maninka100  

6. Mike Snider (NOW reporter) msnider@usatoday.com  

7. Kelly Tyko (Axios) Kelly.Tykos@Axios.com  

8. Nathan Bomey (Axios) Nathan.Bomey@Axios.com  

9. Danielle Wiener-Bronner (CNN Business food/drink) Danielle.Bronner@cnn.com  

10. Brett Pulley (Bloomberg)   I can’t find his email, but his twitter is brettpulley  

  

  

  

  

  

  


